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FRONT COVER
Graphene, the “wonder material of the 21st century”, has unleashed a new era of
nanoscience and nanotechnology based on two-dimensional crystals. Its exceptional
physical properties imply significant impact on diverse fields ranging from electronics
to mechanics to chemistry and biology. In the last few years, significant research is
dedicated to the development of scalable graphene production methods and the
demonstration of its enormous potential in functional devices. One of the major issues
in the quest for applications of graphene in the electronics industry is its incorporation
in compatible manufacturing technologies and process flows. In particular, large-scale
growth of graphene and – if direct growth remains elusive – its successful transfer on
desired substrates is key for its commercialization. Chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
techniques provide a boost in this direction with scalable production of graphene on metals. In their Review Article
(pp. S54–S64 here), Max Lemme and coworkers present an overview of existing CVD methods to produce graphene at
large-scale and discuss various methods for transferring graphene. The authors also highlight briefly the potential electronic
applications of graphene including vertical hot electron transistors and graphene based nanoelectromechanical (NEMS) sensors.

INSIDE BACK COVER
This cover image points to the Topical Section on Computational Thermodynamics
published in the January 2014 issue of pss(b), see the Preface on pp. S73–S76
here. A phase diagram is sketched in the lower part of the image. It is inspired by
CALPHAD that traditionally uses parametric mathematical expressions constrained
by experiments describing the Gibbs energy of the relevant phases to calculate
equilibrium between multi-component, multiphase alloys. The heat capacity, Cp, of
a material, its dependence on temperature but also on pressure, is a primary
information in this kind of modelling. The image schematically indicates the
important aspects related to it: crystalline phases, liquid phases, lambda transitions,
effects of pressure and stress, and point defect thermodynamics. Within the Topical
Section a separate Feature Article is devoted to each of these aspects. Since the
crystalline phases are within this spectrum particularly important, a typical crystal structure is included in the image. The
two-dimensional cut through the electronic density in such a crystal indicates that electronic structure (first-principles)
computational methods currently become of increasing importance in the field of Computational Thermodynamics. The outstanding potentials and prospects related to this new trend have been a major motivation for the Topical Section.

BACK COVER
Quantum chemical investigations of the neutral [Mn12O12(CH3COO)16(H2O)4]0
molecular magnet cluster (abbreviated as [Mn12]0) are complicated by the energetic
multitude of spin states due to weak spin–spin couplings between the twelve Mn
centers. The situation becomes even more serious for this cluster in its super-reduced
8–
[Mn12] state, which was introduced by the Awaga group [Wang et al., Chemistry –
Asian J. 6, 1074 (2011)] as the cathode-active material of the molecular cluster
battery (MCB). Nishimoto et al. (see pp. S27–S31 here) theoretically investigated the
geometrical changes observed experimentally during discharging in the MCB using
standard geometry optimization and direct first principles molecular dynamics
simulations to include temperature effects. The spin-polarized, broken-symmetry
density functional theory (DFT) calculations on 15 candidate electronic states suggest
8–
that for relevant low-spin states the eight electrons added in [Mn12] are mainly, but not completely transferred to the outer
eight Mn atoms, causing elongation of the bonds between outer Mn and their surrounding O atoms, while the inner Mn4O4
cluster is less affected by the reduction (only one electron can be picked up in the lowest-energy spin state).
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Â EDITORIAL
Page S1–S2 _____________

Sabine Bahrs and Stefan Hildebrandt

A long road to a bright future
Page S9 – S13____________
Jacky Even, Laurent Pedesseau, Jean-Marc Jancu, and Claudine Katan

DFT and k⋅p modelling of the phase transitions of lead and tin
halide perovskites for photovoltaic cells
Phys. Status Solidi RRL 8(1), 31–35 (2014), DOI 10.1002/pssr.201308183
The room temperature optical absorption of 3D hybrid
organic perovskites is associated to excitonic transitions
between the spin–orbit split-off conduction band and the
valence band. Spin–orbit coupling is about three times
smaller for tin compounds. Tetragonal distortions are
analysed by a k ⋅ p perturbation, including spin–orbit effect.
In addition, non-centrosymmetric high temperature phases
exhibit a splitting of the electronic bands away from the
critical point.

Page S14 – S17 __________
Philip Jackson, Dimitrios Hariskos, Roland Wuerz, Wiltraud Wischmann,
and Michael Powalla

Compositional investigation of potassium doped Cu(In,Ga)Se2
solar cells with efficiencies up to 20.8%
Phys. Status Solidi RRL 8(3), 219–222 (2014), DOI 10.1002/pssr.201409040
A new world record efficiency for thin film solar cells of
20.8% has been achieved with a potassium fluoride
post-treatment. This treatment has a major impact on the
way Cu(In,Ga)Se2 solar cells behave. Now, high efficiencies
can be obtained with higher band gaps as well.

Page S18– S21___________
Ning Song, Wei Li, Xiaojing Hao, Yidan Huang, and Martin A. Green

Radio frequency magnetron sputtered epitaxial Cu2ZnSnS4 thin
film on ZnS(100)
Phys. Status Solidi RRL 8(5), 404–407 (2014), DOI 10.1002/pssr.201409169
Environment-friendly and cost-effective Cu2ZnSnS4 (CZTS)
thin film solar cells are expected to be alternatives for
commercialized Cu(InGa)Se2 (CIGS) and CdTe solar cells. In
this Letter, epitaxial growth of CZTS on ZnS(100) substrate
was achieved by radio frequency magnetron sputtering
from a single CZTS target for investigation of the
fundamental properties of the CZTS absorber itself.
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Rapid Research Letter
Zhongkai Huang, Jinfeng Qu, Xiangyang Peng, Wenliang Liu, Kaiwang Zhang,
Xiaolin Wei, and Jianxin Zhong

Quantum confinement in graphene quantum dots
Phys. Status Solidi RRL 8(5), 436–440 (2014), DOI 10.1002/pssr.201409064
In this Letter, the authors studied the quantum confinement
in charged graphene quantum dots (GQDs), which is found
to be clearly edge and shape dependent. It is revealed that
the charged GQD is characterized by highly non-uniform
excess charge distribution, irregular Coulomb diamonds,
random energy spectrum shift and level statistics suggesting
quantum chaos.

Page S27 – S31 ___________

Rapid Research Letter
Yoshio Nishimoto, Hirofumi Yoshikawa, Kunio Awaga, Marcus Lundberg,
and Stephan Irle

Theoretical investigation of molecular and electronic structure
changes of the molecular magnet Mn12 cluster upon
super-reduction
Phys. Status Solidi RRL 8(6), 517–521 (2014), DOI 10.1002/pssr.201409094
DFT-based theoretical studies describe the changes in
molecular and electronic structures during the superreduction of the Mn12 cluster by the uptake of 8 excess
electrons in the gas phase. The results agree largely with
experimental observations obtained in a molecular cluster
battery setup.

Page S32– S34 ___________

Rapid Research Letter
Y. Zou, Z. Feng, P. W. Logg, J. Chen, G. Lampronti, and F. M. Grosche

Fermi liquid breakdown and evidence for superconductivity
in YFe2Ge2
Phys. Status Solidi RRL 8(11), 928–930 (2014), DOI 10.1002/pssr.201409418
In the d-electron system YFe2Ge2, an unusually high and
temperature dependent Sommerfeld ratio of the specific
heat capacity and an anomalous power law temperature
dependence of the electrical resistivity signal a Fermi liquid
breakdown. Resistive and magnetic signatures indicate that
high quality samples of YFe2Ge2 superconduct below 1.8 K.
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Rapid Research Letter
Conor T. Riley, Tien A. Kieu, Joseph S. T. Smalley, Si Hui Athena Pan, Sung Joo Kim,
Kirk W. Post, Alireza Kargar, Dimitri N. Basov, Xiaoqing Pan, Yeshaiahu Fainman,
Deli Wang, and Donald J. Sirbuly

Plasmonic tuning of aluminum doped zinc oxide nanostructures
by atomic layer deposition
Phys. Status Solidi RRL 8(11), 948–952 (2014), DOI 10.1002/pssr.201409359
Highly doped zinc oxide nanostructures were fabricated
using atomic layer deposition (ALD). By altering the amount
of aluminum in the ALD growth process, the localized
surface plasmon resonances could be tuned to generate
low-loss plasmonic materials in the infrared. Our results
demonstrate that ALD is an ideal tool to create highly
conformal plasmonic coatings on various morphologies and
geometries.
Page S40– S41 _________

Page S42– S47___________

More to read in physica status solidi (RRL)

Invited Article
Masataka Higashiwaki, Kohei Sasaki, Akito Kuramata, Takekazu Masui,
and Shigenobu Yamakoshi

Development of gallium oxide power devices
Phys. Status Solidi A 211(1), 21–26 (2014), DOI 10.1002/pssa.201330197
A promising wide bandgap alternative that has been
overlooked up until now is gallium oxide (Ga2O3). Thanks to
material properties related to its bandgap (4.7–4.9 eV), this
oxide promises to enable the production of devices with
higher breakdown voltages and higher efficiencies than
those stemming from SiC and GaN. Ga2O3 power devices
could be manufactured at low cost in high volume, because
it is possible to produce single-crystal native substrates from
a melt using the same method employed for sapphire
substrates. Metal–semiconductor field-effect transistors
(MESFETs) and Schottky barrier diodes (SBDs) fabricated on
single-crystal Ga2O3 substrates have already demonstrated
reasonably good device characteristics.

Page S48– S53___________

Invited Article
Kevin J. Chen, Alex Man Ho Kwan, and Qimeng Jiang

Technology for III-N heterogeneous mixed-signal electronics
Phys. Status Solidi A 211(4), 769–774 (2014), DOI 10.1002/pssa.201300543
Peripheral mixed-signal circuits with sensing, protection
and control functions could provide optimized performance,
increased functionality and enhanced reliability to III-N
electronic applications such as high-frequency power
amplifiers, power converters and high-temperature
electronics. In this paper, the device technologies for
implementing III-N mixed-signal integrated circuits (IC) are
discussed, and the latest III-N mixed-signal IC prototypes
are presented. The figure shows a GaN proportional-toabsolute-temperature (PTAT) voltage source.
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Review Article
S. Kataria, S. Wagner, J. Ruhkopf, A. Gahoi, H. Pandey, R. Bornemann, S. Vaziri,
A. D. Smith, M. Ostling, and M. C. Lemme

Chemical vapor deposited graphene: From synthesis
to applications
Phys. Status Solidi A 211(11), 2439–2449 (2014), DOI 10.1002/pssa.201400049
Graphene, the queen of two-dimensional materials, is a
wonder material for researchers owing to its astonishing
properties and number of applications. The main hurdles for
utilizing graphene have been its large-area synthesis and
successful transfer to desired substrates. In this review,
the authors try to highlight CVD synthesis methods of
graphene, large-area transfer methods and several
potential applications of graphene.

Page S65– S70 ___________

Advanced Materials Physics
Zafer Mutlu, Darshana Wickramaratne, Hamed H. Bay, Zachary J. Favors,
Mihrimah Ozkan, Roger Lake, and Cengiz S. Ozkan

Synthesis, characterization and electronic structure
of few-layer MoSe2 granular films
Phys. Status Solidi A 211(12), 2671–2676 (2014), DOI 10.1002/pssa.201431131
Mutlu et al. describe the synthesis of few-layer MoSe2
granular films in arbitrary shapes and patterns by rapid
thermal processing and Raman laser annealing of stacked
elemental layers deposited using electron beam evaporation
with the sequence Mo/Se/Mo. Following the optimization
of the thickness of the stacked elemental layers, rapid
thermal processing conditions (growth temperature, time
and heating–cooling rates) and laser parameters (wavelength, power and exposure time) have been studied. This
method can also be implemented for the synthesis of other
types of dichalcogenide materials.
Page S71– S72 __________
Page S73– S76 ___________

More to read in physica status solidi (a)
Topical Section – Preface
Tilmann Hickel, Suzana G. Fries, and Ursula R. Kattner

Computational thermodynamics: Recent developments
and future potential and prospects
Phys. Status Solidi B 251(1), 9–13 (2014), DOI 10.1002/pssb.201470107
The accuracy of thermodynamic predictions is a key issue for
computational development of new alloys. The CALPHAD
method can be used efficiently for investigating multicomponent and multi-phase systems. The work presented in
this Topical Section, comprising 5 Feature Articles, was
aimed at developing new formalisms to describe the Gibbs
energy (or Helmholtz energy) as a function of temperature
and strain tensor (including volume) using fundamental
physical understanding of the properties of the unary bulk
and to test these descriptions for a selected set of elements.
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Ruben Gatt, Roberto Caruana-Gauci, Daphne Attard, Aaron R. Casha, Wiktor Wolak,
Krzysztof Dudek, Luke Mizzi, and Joseph N. Grima

On the properties of real finite-sized planar
and tubular stent-like auxetic structures
Phys. Status Solidi B 251(2), 321–327 (2014), DOI 10.1002/pssb.201384257
Stents are scaffold structures that are implanted in body
vessels to keep them open. The use of these biomedical
devices can range from supporting blocked arteries to
supporting gullets. The ability of these biomedical devices
to fulfil their purpose relies heavily, amongst other things,
on how they mechanically behave when they are inflated
and bent to fit within the vessels. Some of these mechanical
aspects are explored in the work by Gatt, Attard, Grima
and coworkers using techniques normally applied to model
auxetic structures.
Page S84– S92___________

E. A. Zhukov, D. R. Yakovlev, A. Schwan, O. A. Yugov, A. Waag, L. W. Molenkamp,
and M. Bayer

Spin coherence of electrons and holes in ZnSe-based
quantum wells studied by pump–probe Kerr rotation
Phys. Status Solidi B 251(9), 1872–1880 (2014), DOI 10.1002/pssb.201350233
In this paper, Zhukov et al. report on a detailed study of the
coherent spin dynamics of resident electrons and holes in
ZnSe-based quantum well (QW) heterostructures with a
binary QW material and various barriers of (Zn,Be)Se,
(Zn,Be,Mg)Se, and (Zn,Mg)(S,Se). Achieving of long-lived
carrier spin coherence and anisotropy of electron and hole
g-factors measured by pump–probe Kerr rotation are under
consideration.
Page S93– S98___________

Lluís Mañosa, Enric Stern-Taulats, Antoni Planes, Pol Lloveras, Maria Barrio,
Josep-Lluís Tamarit, Baris Emre, Suheyla Yüce, Simone Fabbrici, and Franca Albertini

Barocaloric effect in metamagnetic shape memory alloys
Phys. Status Solidi B 251(10), 2114–2119 (2014), DOI 10.1002/pssb.201350371
Application of magnetic fields and hydrostatic pressure to
magnetic shape memory alloys results in giant caloric effects.
The barocaloric effect in a series of composition-related
Ni–Mn–In-based alloys is measured in this study by means of
calorimetry under hydrostatic pressure. In these alloys
the barocaloric effect is conventional in contrast to the
magnetocaloric effect which is inverse. The values found
at moderate pressure compare well to those for the
magnetocaloric effect and evidence the potential use of
these materials in solid-state refrigeration technologies.
Page S99– S100 ________
Page S101– S104 ________

More to read in physica status solidi (b)
Tsubasa Nakashima, Kenichiro Takeda, Motoaki Iwaya, Tetsuya Takeuchi,
Satoshi Kamiyama, Isamu Akasaki and Hiroshi Amano

Improvement of light extraction efficiency of 350 nm emission
UV light-emitting diodes
Phys. Status Solidi C 11(3–4), 836–839 (2014), DOI 10.1002/pssc.201300517
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